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Poster, Pinups & Collections of Who I Am
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MATERIALS & DIRECTIONS

SUPPLIES: printer paper or cardstock, poster board & glue or tacky putty / dry erase board & magnets / cork board & pushpins, colors, glitter, stickers, scissors

Download, copy & print templates & stars on white and/or colored printing paper or cardstock. Fill in shapes with drawings, photos or clip art. Write text in boxes to place beside matching shapes. Title a poster board OR a dry-erase board OR a cork board: This Is Me! or All About Me! or Who I Am! or And Now, Presenting.. using colors, cutout-letters, or a sign label.

Place & attach picture shapes & text boxes on the chosen board in any order.

Hang on bedroom wall, door, headboard or easel.
ACTIVITY OPTIONS

- Use a board with removable placeholders for changes in selections and/or collections.
- Poster board ideas: use different colors; string & hang as a picture; hole-punch at corners & middle to thread with O-rings on a dowel for easy removal/change; thread new boards on top of older ones & collect together as a keepsake.
- Board can have all the same shape or a variety of shapes in colors.
- Photos can be printed on paper or photos and, then, placed inside the shape boxes before printing & cutting for the board.
- Shape/text placements can be random, in rows or columns, depending on what is preferred.
- Collect the changes & place in a Memory Book or glue the text boxes to the back of the its shapes to make mini-books with a variety of titles: “looks Can Change”, “Books I Love”, “I Got the Music in Me”, Things I Love” “My Favorite ..”, “Vacations”, “when I Grow Up ”, etc.
SENTENCE SUGGESTIONS

- I look like________________________________
- I was born on ________________ in ________________
  - I LOVE________________________________
  - I have fun when_________________________
- I am GREAT at__________________________
- When I grow up, _________________________
- I like going to __________________________
- My favorite place is ______________________
- I like to read ____________________________
- In school I like to ________________________
- I like to eat______________________________
  - Here are some of my favorite things:
    - color (s)
    - food (s)
    - animal (s)
    - music
    - school subjects
    - screen time
    - outdoor play
    - heroes
    - person/people
    - vacation (s)